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In regard to House Bill 3063:

There should not be a one size all fits all form of medicine. 
As an American I still get to choose who does what, to my body. Mandated medical
procedures on myself or my family is a major freedom violation. 

In the US, no vaccine manufacturer can be held liable for death or injury, even in the event the
product is faulty.  The US Supreme Court classifies vaccines as “Unavoidably
unsafe”.  Pharmaceutical companies have no incentive to make a safe or effective product.
What do I get? What is my incentive? NOTHING! I WANT NOTHING MORE THAN A LOGICAL
SOLID NO….
 
With passage of the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, HHS was tasked with
evaluating and reporting to Congress every other year. In a recent lawsuit, HHS conceded that
they have failed to issue a single report in 30 years. No one is looking out for children’s
safety.  We demand they do it! And so should you. 
 
Vaccination is a medical procedure with very serious risks. The choice to refuse any medical
procedure is a basic human right. Philosophical exemptions encompass scientific, religious,
and medical concerns. Medical exemptions are difficult to obtain and often one must suffer a
reaction first to qualify.  There are valid reasons that are scientifically evidence based to
decline vaccinations, regardless of an individual’s genetic predisposition to injury.  
 
 I find it extremely frustrating when I see data from our government officials, skewed to imply
that our local vaccination rates are significantly lower than they are in reality. This inaccurate
information is shared via the media in order to encourage outrage and fear, directed at the
“anti-vaxing” body of people. This “anti-vaccination movement”, in reality, is a movement of
parents and guardians who have often seen firsthand, in their own children, the damage and
injury that can occur as a result of vaccinations. This community of people are fighting for true
informed consent, for safer vaccines, and for accuracy and truth in our media and government
as a whole.

We do not need the government to use this manufactured crisis, to shove parents into a
corner in order to continue to add more vaccines to the constantly-growing “recommended”
schedule and also remove their right to decline said vaccines.

At present time, it is getting to the point that in order to TRY to obtain a medical exemption,
children must FIRST be injured and then we must PROVE that it was the vaccines that caused
the damage. Depending on the doctor and their own opinions and subjective decisions, this
could prove extremely difficult, if not impossible. Most of the general public do not know
about the V.A.E.R.S. site for vaccine injuries, and most health care providers will shrug off
known reactions as “normal” or not vaccine related in nature.
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Until more testing is done on an individual basis (as most medical procedures require) we
cannot expect that all children (or adults) should be given this one-size-fits-all approach to
medicine. In no other arena is this approach accepted, and it should not be for vaccines either.
As the deeper understanding of genetics grows, those of us willing to dig are learning that
there is a huge percentage of the population that have mutations that inhibits proper
detoxification pathways and therefore puts those people at greater risk of injury from a
multitude of “common” medical procedures and practices. Families deserve the right to
protect their children, they deserve to have the science available for their own research and to
make an informed choice. What is right for one family, will not be right for another, and we as
the people of this great and free nation, deserve the right to choose. Please do not allow the
government to decide what will be put into our bodies, or the bodies of our children. Please
do not continue down this slippery slope and allow the atrocities of history, to manifest
themselves in new, modern ways. Please vote NO on HB 3063.

Sincerely,

Marissa Stewart

Vancouver, WA 98662

District 17


